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One of the main objectives of the Concrete Pipe Association of 
Australasia (CPAA), as the representive of the manufacturers of 
reinforced concrete pipe in Australia and New Zealand, is to educate 
industry on features and benefits of concrete pipe. This is done primarily 
by encouraging industry stakeholders to understand the importance of 
technically correct analysis, design, materials specification, product 
selection and installation practices. With this in mind it is the aim of 
the Association to be recognised by the stormwater, wastewater and 
irrigation industries as the principal source of technical knowledge 
and education covering all aspects of pipe and related products. 

To put these words into action, the CPAA is constantly involving itself in 
training, workshops and seminars with industry related stakeholders, 
as well as improving and adding to their long list of available 
resources. The CPAA makes itself available to provide internal training 
workshops and seminars for consultants, local government, road 
authorities, water authorities and university students. 

To highlight this in recent times the Association has presented internal 
workshops on reinforced concrete pipe technology, design criteria 
and installation requirements at government authorities such as the 
Western Australia Water Corporation, Main Roads WA, Melbourne 
Water, Vic Roads, and RTA  (where the CPAA has provided input to 
their annual training program for the last 3 years). The Association 
has also presented pipe design and selection workshops at consultant 
offices for a number of years and is available to provide internal 
training where appropriate. The CPAA has also recently presented 
a series of seminars on New Zealand’s North Island to over 300 
consultants and local council engineers, outlining acceptance and 
assessment criteria for concrete pipe to ensure long term durability.

Added to this, the Association has also completed a series of 
workshops throughout Australia on the concrete pipe design selection 
software, PipeClass. The workshops, attended by over 200 designers 
and specifiers from local government, road authorities and consultants, 
provided guidance to drainage specification engineers at all levels 
on appropriate pipe selction using the program. As a result of this 
success, the CPAA has scheduled further PipeClass workshops into 
the 2009 program including New Zealand and regional Australia. 

The 2009 program will also see the Association embark on the 
annual seminar series. Past seminars have focused on durability, 
risk assessment and changes to the Australian and New Zealand 
Standards for reinforced concrete pipe. In 2009 the seminars will 
focus on specific issues for particular regions. Details will be available 
on the CPAA website when they come to hand. Watch this space!!

The Concrete Pipe lecture at civil engineering schools has become 
a popular forum for university students to learn more about the 
technology and design processes behind concrete pipeline systems, 
but also to learn more about industry related matters. The CPAA now 
sponsors a number of academic prizes at universities in Australia and 
New Zealand, reinforcing this commitment to education at all levels 
of industry.

As training will always remain important and time becomes more 
precious, the CPAA is looking at ways make it easier for you to learn 
all about the advantages of using reinforced concrete pipes for your 
pipeline system!
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CPAA Executive Director, David Millar, at the UTS Prize Night

Delegates at the VicRoads training workshop
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Concrete pipe jacking is a method of installing pipelines without disrupting 
existing surface facilities or activities. Pipe jacking has been used to install 
concrete pipelines for drainage and sewerage projects throughout Australasia 
since the late 1960’s. The increasing growth in Australian and New Zealand 
cities and towns, and the consequent need to refurbish, renew and upgrade 
existing facilities, means concrete pipe jacking is seen as an essential 
requirement for infrastructure. The popularity of design manuals and technical 
information from the CPAA is recognition of increased activity in pipe jacking 
in the region as pipe jacking plays a bigger part of pipeline installation in 
the future.

Concrete pipe jacking has been carried out now over many hundreds of 
kilometres of successful installation across Australia and New Zealand. A 
number of contractors in these countries have acquired the necessary skills to 
install concrete pipe using jacking techniques in almost all pipe diameters, in 
varying lengths of pipeline, and through vastly different ground conditions. 

As infrastructure expands and existing sewer and drainage services in a cities 
central business district and inner metropolitan areas become inadequate, 
concrete pipe jacking will increase rapidly. CPAA members experience 
in Australia and New Zealand places them in the position of being well 
prepared to advise project planners and to work in consultation with project 
designers, wherever pipe jacking is carried out. These same CPAA concrete 
pipe manufacturers today offer guidance and recommendations for the correct 
specification of concrete jacking pipe and where required can work alongside 
pipe jacking contractors to assist in the successful completion of the project.

Reinforced concrete pipe, when designed in accordance with 
AS/NZS4058 and AS/NZS3725, can last for over 100 years. 
However, when the synergy required between manufacturers, 
designers, installers and asset managers is not met, the integrity of the 
concrete pipe may be affected. To meet this synergy, each stakeholder 
in the industry must accept their role and responsibility to ensure that 
the long term surability of the pipeline system is met.

To assist the industry in making informed decisions on potential 
problems, the implications of these, and how to choose the appropriate 
choice for a specific project, a series of Engineering Guidelines for 
Acceptance and Assessment of Concrete Pipe are being issued 
by the CPAA. The first of these will outline how longitudinal and 
circumferential cracks can be avoided, and how to assess concrete 
pipes that have been affected.

These documents will provide the information required to make sound 
engineering decisions on the assessment and acceptance of reinforced 
concrete pipe. Prevention is better than cure, and industry stakeholders 
will be provided in these documents with a checklist of what to look out 
for to ensure the integrity of the pipe remains as specified.
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The new guidelines on circumferential and longitudinal cracking
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location: Browns Bay, NZ
Consulting Engineers:  
Sinclair Knight Merz, Opus Consultants
Contractor: 
Works Infrastructure Harker Underground Joint Venture
Product: 2.1 metre diameter concrete jacking pipe

The trouble with being in the pipes business is that most of the 
best work is hidden from view. This is how those associated 
with the North Shore City Council’s $12 million Browns Bay 
storage tank project feel about their contribution to this job, 
part of the 20 year Project CARE programme to improve the 
wastewater network and to prevent spillage onto some of the 
areas most popular beaches. 

The project used sophisticated engineering techniques and 
underground tunneling equipment to minimize disruption 
to residents, businesses and beach users. It involved the 
installation of three lines of 2.1 metre diameter concrete 
jacking pipes, about four to five metres under Browns Bay’s 
busy shopping and beach areas, to provide the necessary 
storage capacity. The Anzac Road line in particular, about 
600 metres long, required three interjack stations, believed 
to the longest ever completed in New Zealand. On the best 
day, 35 metres of pipe was jacked in one 12 hour shift.

To fit with the project requirements, a new pipe  was specifically 
designed by the CPAA member supplying material for this 
contract. More than 400 x 2.1 metre diameter concrete 
jacking pipes were manufactured over a period of 10 months. 
The pipes, 2.5 metres long and weighing almost 10 tonnes 
each, were cast with the 360 degrees corrosion-resistant 
PVC T-Lock liner, to meet the council’s requirement for a 100 
year design life. To prevent the pipes’ cross sections distorting 
under their own huge weight, they were stored on end and 
lifted by crane onto special vehicles to be transported north.

Communication between the site, the manufacturer and the 
pipe transport company was vitally important as the correct 
number of pipes needed to be delivered without fail and in 
good condition for the project to progress smoothly. As there 
was only a small amount of storage on site at Browns Bay it 
was logistically difficult  to supply the number of pipes (eight) 
needed for jacking each day -  a challenge that was met by 
all concerned.

As main contractor for the pipe installation section of the Browns 
Bay project, the Harker Underground Construction team used 
an unmanned tunneling machine controlled remotely to install 
the lines. The pipes were jacked in immediately behind the 
cutter, and more than 4000 cubic metres of material was 
removed from tunnels and associated shafts during the jacking 
operation.

The tunneling techniques used on the Browns Bay project 
challenged the assumption that this method is unsuitable for 
installing pipes at a depth less than seven metres below ground 
level. The North Shore Council’s design required pipes to be 
installed with just three to four metres’ cover. 

Harker Underground’s sister company. New Zealand 
firm Tunnelteq, designed and manufactured the tunneling 
equipment specially to suit the challenging local conditions of 
the Browns Bay project.

Jacking pipe and entry pit

Tunnelling machine being installedPipes being jacked into placeThe new guidelines on circumferential and longitudinal cracking
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Concrete Pipe Design Manuals

The CPAA has a number of design 
manuals available from it’s web site. The 
software program PipeClass is available 
to industry at no cost, to ensure concrete 
pipe is designed appropriately in 
accordance to the Standards AS/
NZS4058 and AS/NZS3725. 
Also available are two useful design 
manuals, the Jacking Pipe Design 
Manual, a comprehensive guide to 
the design of jacking pipe, and the 
Hydraulic Design Manual is essential to ensure 
that your pipe design can achieve what it is required to do. 

"Facts About Cracks" NZ Seminar Tour
The New Zealand regional team of the CPAA, along with 
Executive Director, David Millar, have just completed a tour 
of the north island outlining a guideline for the appropriate 
assessment and acceptance of concrete pipes.

The seminars presented to over 300 delegates with 
manufacturing, specification and contracting expertise, 
explored the impact that design and installation issues can 
have on reinforced concrete pipe, as well as outlining the 
changes that have taken place in the industry in recent times. 
The seminar also explored the appropriate implementation of 
New Zealand Standards for concrete pipe and how it can 
provide specifiers with a durable and sustainable pipeline 
system.

The seminar series was agreat success, but if you missed it, 
you can find the presentation on the CPAA web site under the 
Seminar section!

CPAA Web Site
Need to know something about concrete 
pipes? www.concpipe.asn.au  is the 
place to go! The CPAA web site has many 
useful documents and guides that can assist 
your every day stormwater drainage and 
pressure pipe work. Technical resources 
on hydraulics, design, installation, 
manufacturing, asset management and 
specification are all available at the click of 
a button. The web site is also the place to 
download your free copy of PipeClass, the 
software package specifically designed for 
concrete pipe selection! 

To keep up to date with new publications, 
seminars, training workshops, and industry 
news, put the CPAA web site on your list of 
favourites today.
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Did You Know

In 2008 the CPAA web site has been visited by people over 
45,000 people from 132 different countries around the globe. The 
PipeClass software is being used in over 25 of these countries by 
designers who recognise the importance of Australian and New 
Zealand Standards for specifying concrete pipe!


